CAPTIONS

LIFESTYLE IMAGES


Size: Large 110 x 102 x 44 cm | Small: 62 x 50 x 34 cm


*Hannah*_Coffee table covered in hand-cut gold and glass Bisazza mosaic tiles in the traditional *opus tessellatum* technique. Large size: 110 x 102 x 44 cm.


*Isabel_* Coffee table covered in hand-cut gold and glass Bisazza mosaic tiles in the traditional *opus tessellatum* technique. Small size: 62 x 50 x 34 cm


Size: Large 110 x 102 x 44 cm | Small: 62 x 50 x 34 cm


*Norah_* Coffee table covered in hand-cut gold and glass Bisazza mosaic tiles in the traditional *opus tessellatum* technique. Large size: 110 x 102 x 44 cm.


*Lotte_* Coffee table covered in hand-cut gold and glass Bisazza mosaic tiles in the traditional *opus tessellatum* technique. Large size: 110 x 102 x 44 cm.


*Meryl_* Coffee table rivestito in mosaico di vetro e mosaico oro Bisazza, con tessere tagliate a mano e posate secondo la tecnica artistica dell' *opus tessellatum*. Formato piccolo: 62 x 50 x 34 cm


Size: Large 110 x 102 x 44 cm | Small: 62 x 50 x 34 cm

Janet. Coffee table covered in hand-cut gold and glass Bisazza mosaic tiles in the traditional opus tessellatum technique. Large size: 110 x 102 x 44 cm.


Karolina. Coffee table covered in hand-cut gold and glass Bisazza mosaic tiles in the traditional opus tessellatum technique. Small size: 62 x 50 x 34 cm


Size: Large 110 x 102 x 44 cm | Small: 62 x 50 x 34 cm


Golnar. Coffee table covered in hand-cut gold and glass Bisazza mosaic tiles in the traditional opus tessellatum technique. Small size: 62 x 50 x 34 cm


Size: Large 110 x 102 x 44 cm | Small: 62 x 50 x 34 cm

STILL LIFE IMAGES


Coffee table covered in hand-cut gold and glass Bisazza mosaic tiles in the traditional opus tessellatum technique. Large size: 110 x 102 x 44 cm.


Coffee table covered in hand-cut gold and glass Bisazza mosaic tiles in the traditional opus tessellatum technique. Small size: 62 x 50 x 34 cm